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THE MORAL FABRIC

SPORTING YOUTH
At an age when most college graduates
are settling into their first jobs, Shawn
McEachern '95 owns a sports inflatables
company that employs 30 people, and is
growing fast.

PA G E

A modest workshop two years ago spurred
a campuswide effort to include the discussion of ethics in every discipline ideally, in every class. Philosophy and
religion faculty are happy to share their
turf, and students across campus are
learning profound lessons that enrich
their lives and their future careers. This
faculty-led initiative strengthens not only
the moral thread of each academic discipline, but the moral fabric of a USD
education.

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
Sister Maxine Kraemer '72 (M.A.)
built a school from a single classroom
and created hope for hundreds of developmentally disabled children and adults.

5

PLAYING WITH PRIDE
LIMANDRl'S LAW
Chuck LiMandri '77 turns to Saint
Thomas More for daily inspiration.
Countless others can say the same about
Chuck, who has devoted more than
two decades to virtuous lawyering and
bettering USD.

PA G E
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John Cunningham may not remember
every one of the 1,682 games he coached
as skipper of the USD baseball Toreros,
but show him a picture from 20 years
ago and he recalls the name of each player
on the field. Cunningham learned early
in his career that once the scorebook
is closed and the statistics are tallied,
baseball comes down to people. As he
completes his 35th and final season,
Cunningham can look back on a career
in which his teams didn't always win,
but his players always became winners.
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FAR FROM FOREIGN
USD students who venture abroad with
foreign study programs learn to speak new
languages and understand other cultures.
But most important, they learn about
themselves through the lens of a different
society. As they embrace new worlds,
the students find themselves - and the
cultures they explore - far from foreign.
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BENCHMARKS

Swingers
I

f football is a game of inches, as sports
philosophers are so fond of saying, then
golf is a game of strokes. In each case,
the tiniest difference often becomes the
margin between victory and defeat.
Players on the USD golf team know
this well. In their first match of the school
year, the Toreros captured first place by
one stroke. This means that each of the
894 swings the four team members took
over two days and 54 holes of golf was a
make or break shot. And people think golf
is a relaxing sport.
"At the university level, most of the
guys are still learning to deal with the mental aspects of the game," says Frank Cates,
USD's coach since 1986. "There is so
much time in golf to think about your last
bad shot. You can get frustrated, but you
have to learn to control yourself."
Most Torero golfers work on control
ith their own golf pros, in some cases
s nding years with the same teacher.
Ca s is there when the players need him,
but so has to know when the long-time
instru or should be called in.

1997-98 GnU Thrams: [back raw) Assistant Coach Brian Marchiori, Aaron Shannahan, Tony Snnay, Haad
Coach Frank Catas; (middla raw) Rn Putarbaugh, Mika McCann, Ryan Andarsnn, Kashav Misra, Patrick
Hawkins, Ryan Hanrally; (front raw) Jnal Kijowski, Raad Handarsnn, StBVB Tolpa, Jappa Nialsan.

"Coach Cates sometimes will make a
videotape of a player's swing and send it to
their pro," says freshman Ryan Hanratty.
"Often all it takes is a phone call. We'll tell
my pro back home what the ball is doing
and he'll know what the problem is."
Fixing those problems has to be a priority. Of the 12 team members, Cates only
brings five to each tournament, where the
four lowest scorers count toward the team
total. Each week at practice - two rounds
of golf, short-game work at USD and a trip
to the driving range - players qualify for
spots at one of the 13 tournaments on the
year-long schedule.

"Golf is a very time-consuming sport,"
says Cates, who adds that most Toreros
practice on their own at least one or two
other days a week. "These young men really
have to be disciplined and want to succeed."
For team members, success usually
means a balancing act between their studies
and their sport.
"There's a lot of travel time involved,
so you take your books on the road and
study," says senior Tony Snoey, who took
up golf at age 14 so he could play with his
father. "I look at my practice schedule and
the tournaments, and study ahead when I
need to. I do it because I love to play."

lf_c

I

f you haven't visited USD's Web site lately, check it out at http://www.acusd.edu.
The redesigned and reorganized site debuted at the end of the fall semester. In
addition to spiffy new graphics, the site features more of the information you need
to know - from academics to events to people - in an easier-to-use format. There's
even a nifty search engine linked to the USD database.
The alumni page includes information on the alumni association, volunteering, events
and more. You can send notes to alumni officers, class notes information to USD magazine or address updates to university records folks directly through this page. You also
can link to sites set up by the regional alumni associations through the USD site.
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SAN DIEGO JEWELS
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im Kelley thrives on pressure. In
fact, this USD accounting professor has studied how accountants
respond to pressure on the job since his
college days.
Most recently, he and Tom Dalton,
USD associate professor of accounting,
published "A Comparison of Dysfunctional
Behaviors by Tax Accountants and
Auditors Under Time Budget Pressure."
The professors surveyed tax accountants
and auditors working under time budgets
- a set number of hours allotted to complete a project - to assess what actions the
workers took, or bypassed, in order to finish their projects on time.
Accounting firms need to recognize
that time pressures often drive their staffs
to behaviors that reduce the quality of
work, Kelley asserts. When work quality
deteriorates - resulting in less accurate
and thorough audits or tax returns - firms
can open themselves up to possible lawsuits.
But such talk is taboo, he says. While
many accounting executives accept that
dysfunctional behaviors exist in the industry, they insist there's no problem in their
own firms.
The behaviors Kelley and Dalton
researched included not following up on
items that may be incorrect, failing to
research important accounting or tax
issues, reducing efforts to verify receipts
and other client documents, reducing the
amount of work that should reasonably be
completed on an audit or tax return, and
increased reliance on a client's unsubstantiated explanations.
Tax accountants and auditors indeed
admitted to these behaviors in the Kelley/

Dalton survey. In fact, the statistics show
tax accountants engage in such behaviors
twice as often as auditors, a finding Kelley
says merits further study.
Kelley, who is a certified public
accountant and spent two years at an international public accounting firm after earning his bachelor's degree, first surveyed
auditors about their behaviors during his
doctoral studies in 1981.
"I couldn't understand why such
bright professional people would work in
an environment with such time pressure,"
Kelley explains. "Some of it seemed selfinduced. I thought they ought to be able to
figure a way to reduce that pressure."
The pressure is the direct result of an
industry change in the late 1970s that permitted open bidding of accounting projects,
which created more competition and led to
an industrywide drop in fees . Firms were
left with two choices: cut the hourly billing
rate or cut the hours budgeted to complete
a project.
Trimming time budgets forced accountants to make difficult choices in order to
complete their projects on time, Kelley
says. He hopes his research can eventually
lead to improvements in the industry's time
budget process.
"The presumption is that the budget is
right and there is something wrong with
you if you don't make the budget," he says.
"Using an airline analogy, you don't want
fee pressure in the airline to rush the
mechanics. In auditing, it's only money at
stake, not lives. But there's a trade-off and
you have to think about that carefully. If
fees are reduced too much and quality suffers, a firm can be subject to more lawsuits.
That's in nobody's best interest."
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n a campus alive each day with the bustle of students, faculty, staff and administrators, we set out to find the offbeat
places they go to relax, spend an afternoon
or take visitors to show off the real San
Diego. Locals named these places - some
well-known, others more obscure - the
Top 10 Jewels in America's Finest City.
Accompanying some of the nominations are comments from the USD student
or employee who named the place.

La Jolla COVIi - Along with the beautiful and rugged coastline, there's the
coarse sand that doesn't stick to your feet,
plenty of benches for watching the sunset
and, just across the street, the Museum of
Contemporary Art. "La Jolla is somewhat
full of tourists, but has its own personality."

1

Camping al Lake Jannings -

For a
weekend getaway less than 45 minutes
from most locations in the county. Fishing,
but not swimming, is allowed in the lake.

2

Titla Pauls al Cabrillo Monumanl - At
the base of the western cliffs of Point
Loma. Get the opposite view of the Pacific,
from high above the cliffs, with a climb up
the historic lighthouse tower.

3

4

Hiking al Torny Pinas Stala Park -

"It's too bad dogs aren't allowed, but
it's a beautiful place to hike around."

Kala Sassians Park - Located on a
hillside on the northern edge of Pacific
Beach, this park does allow dogs and is
large enough to give your canine a good
run. A stunning view too, looking west
across the ocean and south toward downtown San Diego.

5

Continued on page 4

s the new millennium nears, attention is increasingly turning to the students who will
have the miles tone first year - 2001 - engraved on their diplomas. W ho are they?
W h at are their goals? W h at do they envision in the year 2525 ?
USD M agazin e will feature occasional profiles on the students of the millennium class.
In this introductory segment, however, we present a profil e of the U SD freshman class as a
whole - a just-the-fac ts representation of the men and women of 2001. The statistics were
compiled during the fa ll 1997 semester.

R

Undergraduate Enrollment
Men
Women
Total

406
635
1,041

39%
61%

Academics (Mean Scores)
High School College
Prep GPA
SAT Verbal Score
SAT Math Score
ACT Composite Score

3.52
567
571
24

Geographical Distribution
(by high school location)
Southern California
Other States/U.S. Territories
Northern Cal ifornia
Other Countries

383
344
281
33

37%
33%
27%
3%

584

Religious Affiliation
Catholic
Protestant
No Response
Other
Jewish
Islamic

277
107
59
10
4

56%
27%
10%
6%
1%
>1%

Ethnicity
Caucasian/Unknown
Hispanic/Latino
Asian
Other
African American
lnternationa I
Native American

739
110
88
47
23
21
13

71%
11%
8%
5%
2%
2%
1%

SAN DIEGO JEWELS
Continued from page 3

6

Kayaking around Mission Bay -

" That's a kick ," says one employee
who tried it for the first time recently.
Kayaks are available for hourly rental at
several locations on the bay.

" If it's
a clear day, it's a beautiful view."
I ndeed, it's the highest point in the city of
San D iego. A one-and-a-half mile switchback trail makes the trek to the peak possible for people of all fitness levels.

7

Hiking al Cowles Mountain -

8

Bika Ride la El Capitan Raslll'llllir -

A 10-mile round-trip fro m Lakeside
through rolling countryside.
Hang &lidar Part -

Located north of
La Jolla Shores on the high cliffs, it's
a grand place to check out the view and
watch people and their gliders soar peacefully above the P acific.

9

nying Kilas al Mission Bay -

1D

A

nice open spot is Bahia Cove, just
east of the roller coaster (also a fun afternoon activity, although a bit more jarring
than kite fl ying) .
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SPORT
Youth is not always an
advantage. Just ask
Shawn McEachem '95,
who often has la
convince customers
that, al 25, he is the
Shawn McEachem '95

owner and president
McEachern was sold on that potential, but had to find and persuade clients of the benefits of setting up inflatable games outside
stadiums or arenas for fans to test their skills. McEachern is convinced that games offer a much more memorable advertising venue
for corporations than a sign on a field. And much more portable too,
since the inflatable games can be moved easily to promotional or
community events. He ran full-bore with these ideas.
"In six months time, I developed the entire marketing program
for interactive sports games for every major professional sports team
in the country," says McEachern, who was a business administration
major with an emphasis in finance and marketing. "I started to direct
mail to every team in the country. No one had developed that niche
market yet."
Like many start-up companies, IDG had humble beginnings McEachern's first office was his bedroom. "I could actually roll out
of my bed to answer the phone in the morning," he remembers.
Even when IDG finally graduated to a building with offices
and a warehouse for production, McEachern's pace didn't slow. He
points to a worn couch in his office and notes that he spent many
nights there when production was going around the clock or when
he had to get a shipment out by 4 a.m.
With his company entering its third year, McEachern has hit
his stride. About 350 inflatables are being used by clients nationwide, so the youthful business owner won't have to prove himself
to clients much longer. His reputation is in his work, as he says.
And he sets his sites high when it comes to his products and
his company. McEachern wants to have the best, and to be the best.
His energy and confidence are reflected in his assessment of IDG:
"We are now the premier manufacturer of interactive sports games
for every single professional team in the country," he says. "I see
myself building the No. 1 inflatable company in the world."

"When I meet with clients, I
can tell by their facial expressions
al his company and he that their first reaction is, 'Are you
the owner of the company or are
you just a salesperson out here for
is indeed the person
the owner?"' laughs McEachern,
who founded Inflatable Design
Group with partner Charles
they have been
Morganstern. "It's tough to get
over that initial reaction, but
after a few minutes when people
negotiating with
see that I know what I'm talking
about, it's very easy for me to
gain respect."
aver the phone.
At an age when most college
graduates are settling into their
first jobs, McEachern and his
business partner own and manage
a fast-growing San Diego company that employs 30 people. The
company produces custom inflatables - product replicas, custom
shapes and interactive sports games - for teams in every major
league sport, minor league baseball and, increasingly, for corporate
clients.
When McEachern graduated from USD three years ago, he knew
one thing: He wanted to be involved in sports. A sales promotion
position with the San Diego Sockers led to a job as a salesman for a
local inflatable products company, where he learned about interactive
games for professional sports teams. McEachern immediately saw
the potential market for these games, which run the gamut from
55-foot inflatable batting cages to basketball shooting games encased
in huge inflatable basketball shoes.

-
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letter campaigns and visited local conventions to meet the stars personally. By contacting speakers directly, he avoided sizable fees
charged by agencies.
LiMandri and a staff of six students arranged for three to four
speakers per semester. Visitors included Steve Allen, Sen. Sam
Ervin, composer Aaron Copeland and Art Linkletter. A debate
between William F. Buckley Jr. and San Francisco Mayor Joseph
Alioto drew wide attention, but LiMandri's personal favorite was a
visit from Rod Serling. He remembers sitting next to Serling as the
audience watched an episode of "Night Gallery," listening intently
when the actor-director pointed out nuances in the show.
At the Homecoming Mass this fall, organizers fondly recalled
LiMandri's legacy with the speaker's bureau and his role as 1976-77
Associated Students president. But his involvement as a USD
alumnus is what earned him the 1997 Mother Rosalie Hill Award.
"As a student leader
(LiMandri) excelled," President
Alice B. Hayes said during the
award ceremony. "As an alumni
volunteer and leader, he has
remained fiercely loyal to USD
for over two decades."
LiMandri calls his work with
the university - including membership on the Sports Banquet
and board of trustees Catholic
awareness committees - a team effort with his wife, Barbara,
a 1987 USD graduate. They met as volunteers on the alumni
association board of directors and were married in 1992. The couple's
three children - Joey, 4, Marie 3, and Charles, 11 months - are
also always close by.
LiMandri says there's another team member: Saint Thomas
More, a lawyer in Renaissance England who became the patron
saint for attorneys. LiMandri admires him as much for his life as a
servant to God as for his professional pursuits.
"Saint Thomas More was very human in the fullest sense,"
LiMandri says. "He was very much involved in the affairs of the
world, but without becoming corrupt."
A beautiful painting of More hangs behind LiMandri's desk as
a daily inspiration. The bronze sculpture of More displayed in the
School of Law was commissioned and donated to USD by LiMandri
- a simple gesture to remind future lawyers of what's important in
life and law.
Former USD professor Raymond Ryland once reminded
LiMandri that to whom much is given, much is expected, he recalls,
explaining his willingness to support USD. But it's more than that.
"I've always believed in USD's mission and that a valuesoriented education is extremely important," LiMandri says.
"Turning out people who are not just knowledgeable, but wise, is a
very noble goal. To the extent that I am part of serving that goal,
my own life is better fulfilled."

Chuck '77 and Barbara '87 LiMandri and !hair aldasl son, Jaay

indergarten career day was a snap for Chuck LiMandri '77,
who knotted his tie, grabbed his briefcase and ran out
the door to join the other 5-year-olds on the playground. LiMandri
always knew he wanted to be a lawyer.
His morning ritual is similar today, but the playground is
replaced by a modest Rancho Santa Fe, Calif., office where
LiMandri and his staff of 13, including five attorneys, practice law.
His determination to be a lawyer never swayed from those idealistic
days of youth. LiMandri is somewhat awed by the thought that he
first hung his shingle 11 years ago, just four years into his career.
Post-graduate studies and a burgeoning career took LiMandri
from Oxford, England, to Washington, D.C., to Los Angeles, but
the Georgetown University law school graduate never had a doubt
he would return to his native city.
LiMandri grew up in East San Diego County and attended
St. Augustine High School. He planned to enroll at the University
of Notre Dame for his undergraduate studies, but decided to stay
in town when his grandfather became ill. LiMandri came to Alcala
Park for his freshman year and was soon such a vital part of campus
life that he couldn't imagine leaving.
"I came to USD and got so involved that at the end of my
freshman year they asked me to take over the speaker's bureau,"
LiMandri recalls. "I figured I'd give it a try and am glad I did. It
changed my life."
The speaker's bureau in the mid-70s is legendary. It brought
some of the biggest names in politics and pop culture to the hilltop
campus. With very little money to attract speakers, LiMandri waged
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JILL WAGNER '91

classes for developmentally disabled
youngsters, and the idea for St.
Madeleine Sophie's Center began to
form.
"The parents of these students saw that our classes really
made a difference in the lives of
their children," Kraemer recalls.
"They started asking about a
school."
St. Madeleine Sophie's named for the founder of the Society
of the Sacred Heart, St. Madeleine
Sophie Barat - was conceived as a
preschool, but the need for quality
education for older children quickly
became apparent.
"I knew from the start that
the school was too small," she says.
"When I asked for another building,
I was told to raise $100,000 for
construction costs. I became a fundraiser right there."
It was not the last time Sister Kraemer ventured outside the
classroom. When a task had to be done - planning new facilities,
filing construction permits, speaking to community groups, dealing
with state regulations, even driving the bus - Sister Kraemer put
on another hat. She also found time to earn a master's degree in
special education from USD. But her biggest challenge was yet to
come.
"In 1975, a state law was passed making free public education
accessible to developmentally disabled children for the first time,"
she says. "Since our students now could go to public school, the
board of trustees decided to make the transition to an adult program."
The decision required Sister Kraemer to essentially reinvent
the center, but it didn't change her strong belief in the potential of
the students. She created a solid curriculum of continuing education, vocational training, arts programs and independent living
skills.
Today, hundreds of people realize a better life through St.
Madeleine Sophie's, and a bit of Sister Kraemer's heart and spirit is
in the success each person achieves. For a nun who says she simply
ended up where God wanted her to be, the success of her students
affirms that she did God's work well.

ne thing can be said
with absolute certainty about Sister
Maxine Kraemer
'72 (M.A.): She
gets things done. Over the course
of a teaching career that spanned
four decades, Sister Kraemer
educated hundreds of students,
founded a flourishing school and
created hope and opportunity for
developmentally disabled children
and adults. Although she often
ventured into unfamiliar territory,
Sister Kraemer never felt alone
when she faced the unknown.
"When God asks you to
do something, He shows you
the way," says Sister Kraemer,
who became a member of the
Religious of the Sacred Heart
after graduating from the order's
Sislar Muina Kraamar '72 [MA)
Lone Mountain (San Francisco)
College in 1945. "I had no experience to prepare me for much of
the work I did, but when you see something is needed you find a
way to make it happen."
Sister Kraemer spent most of her career making things happen
for St. Madeleine Sophie's Center in El Cajon, Calif., a school for
developmentally disabled children and, later, adults that was established in 1966. By the time she retired 26 years later, the school
had grown from one makeshift classroom for preschool-age students
into a multibuilding facility serving more than 200 adults ages 22
to 66. The school weathered many challenges and changes, but the
philosophy Sister Kraemer brought to the center never wavered.
"People can do so much if you only give them a chance," says
Sister Kraemer, who was honored with the Bishop Charles Francis
Buddy Award at the Alumni Mass in December. The award is presented annually to an alumna or alumnus in recognition of their
extraordinary contribution to humanitarian causes. "Our motto was
always the same: The sky's the limit."
If the school motto needed a living example, Sister Kraemer fit
the bill. After college, she spent 13 years as a teacher at Sacred
Heart schools in San Francisco and Menlo Park, Calif., and earned
a master's degree in music from Stanford University. When she
arrived in El Cajon, she was asked to help with religious education
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baseball coach John Cunningham is always there
for his players when they need him, whether
their problem is baseball-related or not. But just before he
took the field for the first game of the 1998 season, he
found it strange that a player kept asking him about what
seemed like a minor problem.
"He kept showing me this mark on his arm and asking
me what I thought it was, whether it was spider bite or a
rash or what," Cunningham says. "He finally got me to
notice that all the players had sewn my uniform number, 33,
onto their sleeves. It didn't hit me until that night what a
gesture it is for the players to play this season wearing my
number."
The Toreros chose that gesture, a rare honor in the
baseball world, to show John Cunningham what he has
meant to USD baseball. As his career comes to a close,
there are any number of words to describe Cunningham's
35 years as coach. Pride. Satisfaction. Accomplishment. Victory. But if there is one word that sums
up what John Cunningham has done for the
University of San Diego, its baseball team
and the dozens of young men he has coached,
that word would be growth.
Growth requires dedication, skill, patience and
care. Since his first season as baseball coach in 1964,
Cunningham worked tirelessly to build the baseball
Toreros from a team with no field, little credibility and
virtually no equipment into a group of players who hold
their own against the best college teams in the nation.
But helping the program grow has always been secondary
in Cunningham's mind to helping his players grow.
"I grew up without my dad, and John was like a
father to me," says John Wathan, a Torero from 1968 to
1971 who went on to a long and successful playing and
coaching career with the Kansas City Royals, and was
the first USD baseball player to appear in a World Series.
"Whenever I wanted to talk to someone or needed advice,
John was the guy. He gave me the chance to play and
helped me become a major league player, but he also
taught me about life."

USD

lessmsinno matter what
path Cunningham's players follow, they
credit their coach for lessons not just in
baseball, but in responsibility, motivation and leadership.
"John taught us to be responsible for ourselves. Nobody on his
team made excuses or took out their problems on the other teams,"
says Dan McAdoo, who played for USD from 1988 to 1991 and
went on to a three-year stint as a professional player and coach in
Sweden. "He's got tremendous character. He showed us how to act
and how to conduct ourselves. I learned from him that you treat
your players with respect, you work as hard for them as they work
for you, and you enjoy your time on the field."

Wathan recalls many long conversations with Cunningham that
strayed far from the baseball diamond. But to the coach, such discussions are well within the realm of his position.
"The most important part of my job is helping the players find
out about themselves, who they are and who they want to be," says
Cunningham, who announced early this year that 1998 will be his
final season at the helm. "You never know when your words or
your actions will have an effect on someone, but eventually they
do. I've always tried to point these young men in the right direction."
Sometimes that direction was toward the major leagues. Cunningham enjoyed a brief stint with the Baltimore Orioles before coming
to USD and is proud that he has sent many players to the pros. But
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"John Wathan is probably the player who changed me the
most, simply because he enjoyed the game so much and believed
that playing baseball should be fun," Cunningham says. "He made
me realize that student-athletes are not a captive audience. I decided
it was important to me that the players enjoy their entire college
experience."
Wathan was an unquestionably talented player, but Cunningham
learned another important lesson from a walk-on player who barely
made the team.
" A guy named Steve Bogard played for me in 1984 and 1985,
which were two of the worst seasons we ever had," Cunningham
remembers. "I was thinking I might not stay on, but Steve - who
wasn't a starter - was so upbeat, so positive and cared so much
about USD that he made me rethink my decision."

The players aren't the only ones who learned
and matured during Cunningham's tenure.
Cunningham was 24, barely older than his
players, when he assumed the coaching duties
at USD. Originally hired as an assistant basketball coach in 1962 - he was a standout in
both sports as a student at the University of
San Francisco - Cunningham didn't expect to
carve out a career at USD.
"As it happened, the university and I grew
up together," he says. "In the beginning, we
were so small that it was almost embarrassing to ask other teams to come and
play us."
Cunningham was not embarrassed for long. Without an
on-campus baseball facility, he
cobbled together a schedule that had
the Toreros hopscotch around town,
using whatever field might be available.
Even so, he led the team to the NCAA
Division II regionals in 1966 and the
College World Series in 1971, and that
same year was named District VIII
Coach of the Year.
When a USD baseball stadium
finally opened in 1974, it truly was
the field that Cunningham built.
He wheeled and dealed for several
seasons to get the site prepared, calling on his own expertise and friends
in the construction industry to create a topnotch facility. The
coach beams when he recalls the ceremony in 1988 that rededicated the field as Cunningham Baseball Stadium, but is even
more proud that it is still known as one of the finest baseball
facilities on the West Coast.
"We had no engineers to tell us what to do, but we got it all
right the first time," he says. "We've never had to undo anything
we've done there."

Cunningham now can hardly imagine that he ever thought of leaving USD baseball. As he steps down as coach, he leaves behind a
career marked by more than 800 victories, two trips to the College
World Series, a jump from NCAA Division II to Division I in
1979 and an induction into the American Baseball Coaches Association Hall of Fame in 1991. But there are even better memories.
"When the players come back, especially for the alumni game
we play every year, I remember what they were like as freshmen
and how they went from one stage of life to another," he says. "If
they come back, it means they got something from their experience.
That matters more than wins and losses."
Which is not to say that Cunningham doesn't emphasize winning.
He just refuses to put winning higher on his list of priorities than
people.
"John is a fierce competitor, but he is not a win-at-all-costs kind
of coach," says Jake Molina, an assistant coach who has worked
with Cunningham at USD for 13 years. "He loves to win, but he
lets the players develop at their own pace. It's a great feeling to be
around a program like that."
The NCAA allows athletic scholarships to be given on a oneyear renewable basis, with coaches able to drop players who don't
perform, but Cunningham steadfastly believes that every scholarship
is a four-year scholarship. He is willing to wait for students to grow
as players, but demands that they grow as students and as people.
" We don't ask for any special favors for our players at USD;
they have to cut it academically," he says. "Maybe not all of them
have the ability to be major league players, but they all have the
ability to be leaders and to be successful."
Cunningham's unswerving belief in the potential of every player
he coaches is perhaps the best reason for his longevity and his success
at USD. It is the winning record that doesn't appear in any list of
statistics. And it is why the players he coached will never forget him.
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Although the field was perfect, the coach admits he made his share
of mistakes. Fortunately, Cunningham learned early in his career
that his players could teach him some valuable lessons. He remembers all the players fondly and is hesitant to single out specific
memories, but says two Toreros in particular made an indelible
impression on their manager.
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Editor's Note: Although he is retiring as baseball coach, John
Cunningham will remain with the USD athletics department for
two more years through the university's phased retirement program.
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A modest workshop two years ago spurred a campuswide effort to include the

discussion of ethics in every discipline - ideally, in every class. Philosophy
and religion faculty are happy to share their turf, and students across campus
are learning profound lessons that enrich their lives and their future careers.
This faculty-led initiative strengthens not only the moral thread of each
academic discipline, but the moral fabric of a USD education.
BY TRISHA

P

erhaps it's no surprise that ethics are a hot topic at Alcala
Park. After all, the discussion of ethics is expected at a
Catholic university. But in a sculpture class? In an education class on teaching diverse learners? In a course on media criticism?
Ethics at USD are no longer the sole province of the philosophy
and religion departments. Thanks to a faculty-led effort, students
are leaving classes across campus with profound lessons that enrich
their Ii ves and their future careers.
This watershed began as a trickle a little more than two years
ago with a modest workshop. "We developed a one-day program
using in-house resources - members of the philosophy department
and faculty in other schools of the university who typically work in
the area of ethics," says Larry Hinman, professor of philosophy and
the driving force behind the ethics effort. "More than 40 people
attended. We were delighted with how much interest this had."
The professors who attended - most of whom aren't required to
have an ethics component in their courses - spent the day talking
about how to introduce or increase discussion of moral issues in
their classrooms.
Encouraged by this positive response, Hinman and a committee
of colleagues developed the Ethics Across the Curriculum initiative,
which is financed by a two-year grant from the E.L. Wiegand Foundation in Reno, Nev.
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The initiative, now in its second year, isn't an effort to encourage
professors to add ethical discussions to their courses, Hinman says.
That interest is already there. The grant provides funds for professors
to bring ethics-related videos and other library or media materials into
their classes, invite guest speakers to talk to their students, attend
ethics-related conferences, or take part in other activities which
their budgets are too stretched to support.
"We are helping professors to do more efficiently and effectively
what they already want to do," Hinman says. "This program is
really just support for what the faculty are already committed to."
Beyond the classroom door, the initiative supports campuswide
projects, including a recent survey of students, staff, faculty and
administrators on values and ethics at USD, an assessment that
may be extended to alumni as well. The program also supports
bringing guest speakers to campus for public addresses on ethicsrelated topics, and other projects that affect the USD community
across the board.

Fortifying Moral Imagination
At the core of the program, however, the Ethics Across the Curriculum initiative confirms a long-held belief that faculty are committed
not only to the intellectual development, but to the moral development,
of their students. No matter what the discipline.
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"We're not just providing students with information, but with
materials for character development," says Lance Nelson, assistant
professor of theological and religious studies and a member of the
Ethics Across the Curriculum advisory committee. "A liberal education in the Catholic intellectual tradition - whether it's looking
at Catholicism, other religious traditions, literature, art, philosophy,
or whatever - exposes students to ways of thinking and feeling,
without which the moral imagination atrophies."
Fortifying students' moral imagination begins with thoughtful
discussions among the faculty. Professors are invited to hold such
discussions at the annual cornerstone event of the Ethics Across
the Curriculum initiative, a two-day interactive workshop led by a
visiting scholar in the field of ethics. Participants in the workshop
reflect the range of disciplines at USD. Biologists, physicists and
electrical engineers join in the discussion of values and ethics alongside philosophers, theologians and psychologists.
The workshop each year focuses on a different aspect of
ethics. The most recent workshop, held in January 1998, featured
Tu Weiming, Harvard professor of Chinese history and philosophy,
who discussed "Confucian Humanism as a Spiritual Resource for
Global Ethics." While it's still too early to see the
results of Weiming's workshop in classrooms across campus, many professors have been able to incorporate
lessons from the first workshop
into their class work.
That workshop, held in
January 1997, was led by
Carol Gilligan, a nationally
renowned author and professor
whose work on gender and
moral development is widely read
and has affected many academic
disciplines.
"Carol Gilligan's work stresses the
importance of finding one's own voice, of
listening as well as speaking, and of connectedness," wrote Hinman in a followup report. "Looking back on the week's
events, one of the most striking things
to me was the fact that Gilligan left
conversations in her wake wherever
she went. The conversations were not
about her as an individual, but about
the ideas she presented. And these
conversations were not confined to
questions about feminism and ethics,
but included all our voices, male as well
as female."
The discussions did not trail off after
the workshop ended. Professors through-
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out the academic disciplines - nursing, law, business, education, and the
arts and sciences - cited examples of
how that single workshop inspired them
to rethink or reframe the concepts they
already teach. While workshop sessions
were geared to theoretical discussions of
ethics, the faculty developed more specific,
practical lessons for their own courses.
Mary Williams, assistant professor of
teacher and special education, says she had read
Gilligan's work, but wasn't inspired to use her
theories until she attended the workshop.
Williams, who last year developed a course on
teaching diverse learners, left the two-day seminar determined to weave into her new syllabus
Gilligan's ideas about voice and hearing the individual, essential but often missing concepts in
education for secondary school teachers.
"Elementary teachers generally go into teaching because they love kids. Secondary teachers
love the content - history, for example - and
want to share that with the kids," Williams notes.
"I think it makes them better teachers to be able to see and hear
kids as individuals. Secondary teachers need to shift radically to an
emphasis on children."
Williams's students got the message. Through class lectures,
case studies and individual projects, they learned to listen to students as individuals and to make themselves heard as well.
"The lesson of voice added a lot of depth to the course and to
my students' understanding of diverse kids," Williams says. "They
are now able to attend more to individual needs. That workshop
had a powerful impact on me, on my teaching and on my students."

Rethinking Theories
David Sullivan believes he and his colleagues were powerfully influenced by this first workshop because Gilligan's ideas spurred their
own thinking. "We didn't simply add the material to our courses,"
explains the associate professor of communications studies, who
chairs the Ethics Across the Curriculum advisory committee. "We
had to rethink the whole area of theory or the unit or component it
was added into and redesign that. I think it strongly enhanced my
course."
Sullivan teaches media criticism, part of which involves studying the potential of media forums to limit women's expression and
participation. After the workshop, Sullivan incorporated into his
course a critical study of two of Gilligan's writings - which
express theories that men are guided by an ethic of justice and
women by an ethic of caring - to get the students thinking about
gender and mode of expression in the media.
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"Gender is probably the primary way in which we understand
the world and life," explains Hartwell, who invited Gilligan to speak
at USD. "It precedes ethics and morality; it's even more basic and
more primitive. From infancy, boys and girls are treated differently
and it leads to profound gender differences that permeate society.
Ethics as an intellectual discipline can't be understood without the
basics such as gender."

"A number of students, particularly female students, were anxious about studying feminist media criticism," Sullivan says.
"Feminism is a dirty word among a lot of the students. They
see it as a biased perspective that's anti-male. I think they
were pleasantly surprised that they found the material
empowering."
Across Marian Way in the School of Business
Administration, Johanna Hunsaker also found herself
redefining feminism for her students. "Most undergraduates have a negative concept of the word 'feminist,"' says
Hunsaker, who used funds from the ethics speakers program to
bring a guest lecturer into her Women in Management class to discuss the ethical implications of feminism. "They think feminism is
all angry women."
Hunsaker, who historically included ethical discussions in her
classroom, redesigned the course to make those discussions a more
purposeful component. She included in her syllabus Gilligan's work
on voice and some contrasting work, so class discussions take on
more depth in areas such as family issues, the concept of the superwoman and the responsibilities that organizations have to both men
and women.
"We had always talked about these issues, but in a more pragmatic way," says the professor of management. "As a result of the
workshop, we talk about the ethical implications that are there."

Drawing a Nati.anal Audience
With two major Ethics Across the Curriculum workshops completed,
talk around campus leaves no doubt that professors have been inspired.
"The feedback from faculty is almost universally positive,"
Hinman reports. "The principal problem is the response has been
too enthusiastic. Our rooms turn out to be
too small. We can't get enough seats for
people. But these are the kinds of problems
we want to have."
Hinman's dream is to expand these
problems to a national scale. He envisions
USD becoming a national center for ethics
discussion, with workshops, seminars and
conferences drawing professors, professionals and students from coast to coast.
One of his goals is to establish at
USD a three-day national conference on
ethics, something that, surprisingly,
doesn't exist anywhere in the country.
Hinman anticipates having USD faculty
organize and chair sessions in their
areas of expertise, so topics can include
the full range of academic disciplines.
He sees professors using the conference
as an integral element in intersession
courses. He sees students playing a
substantive role in the conference.
He sees the Internet as a vehicle for
making the conference available to
those who can't travel to San Diego.
"My long-term goal is for USD
to be the place people come for the
thoughtful discussion of difficult moral
issues," says Hinman, who developed
a comprehensive Web site on ethics
that draws more than a thousand
visitors worldwide each day
(http://ethics.acusd.edu). "I think
we can do that extraordinarily well.
"I see it happening already because of the workshops, the
way in which ethics is integrated into classes and the local speakers
who are coming in. Just in February, we had three or four major
ethics-related speaking events. It's the kind of goal that really fits
for USD; it's central to what USD is about as an institution."

Provoking Discomfort,
And Discussion

l

In perhaps no other class did Gilligan's workshop inspire more
introspection and discussion than in Diane Eisenbach-O'Grady's
sculpture class. After attending the workshop, Eisenbach-O'Grady
assigned a project that her students found at first discomforting, but
ultimately rewarding. She had them read a piece of literature that
was likely to spark fervent dialogue: a story that deals with racial
injustice during the time of slavery. Following intense class discussions
on the piece and the issues it raises, Eisenbach-O'Grady's students
then translated their ideas into sculptural form. Not surprisingly,
every sculpture was drastically different.
"In art, we are always trying to communicate ideas, and I think
they should be issues we deal with in everyday society," EisenbachO'Grady says. "The (ethics) workshops have given me a way to
bring up uncomfortable issues in class and be able to discuss them
with my students. My sculpture students got a better understanding
of each other and a better understanding of how people give up
their voice in society."
Like Eisenbach-O'Grady, professors in nearly every discipline
demonstrated that the Ethics Across the Curriculum workshop
prompted fascinating exchanges among faculty and their students.
An examination of Gilligan's work on gender and moral development was ideal for this first major cross-curricular ethics workshop,
says Steve Hartwell, a clinical professor in the law school's legal
clinics and co-teacher of Law and Psychology of Gender, and not
just because gender is something every professor can pull into the
syllabus.
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in another country is one thing.
Living abroad and attending classes
at a local university is quite another.
University of San Diego students who take advantage of foreign study programs - a phrase now replacing the traditional
"study abroad" - immerse themselves in a new culture and throw
away all their notions of the best or proper way to live. They open
their hearts and minds to an ideal expressed in the beginning of this
century by Lady Nancy Astor: "Real ed ucation should educate us
out of self into something far finer - into a selflessness which
links us with all humanity."
Whether they spend a summer, semester or full academic year in
another country, study abroad students venture into unknown worlds
and learn to shed cultural biases. Through classes, new friendships
and, often, weekend travel, the students begin to sense how other
people live and understand how they fit into a global culture.
USO-sponsored programs in Oxford, England, and Guadalajara,
Mexico, are two of the most popular with undergraduate students,
who generally go abroad in their junior year. The university also
works with colleges in Italy, Spain, France, Germany and Japan,
where American students can go for a semester and take courses
that automatically transfer into USO credits.
The Schools of Business Administration, Education and Law
also feature foreign study programs tailored to meet the academic
interests of their majors. The January intersession and summer
months often find professors traveling with full classes to Spain or
Hong Kong for focused study of a particular topic.
Students also have the option of applying to independent programs
and petitioning for credit before they leave for their chosen countries.
People who take this route say academic advisers and financial aid
counselors are flexible and willing to help students make the trip
happen.
Foreign study isn't for everyone, but in the 10 years she's
coordinated the Oxford program, Virginia Muller, professor of political science, has learned sometimes all it takes is a little convincing.
"What I love most is seeing students come back to my office
after a study abroad experience and rave about the courses, and say
how glad they are I pushed them to go," Muller says. "This is a
way I see tangible evidence that something I have done has made a
difference in someone's life."
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Taylor is one of those students raving about her poetry
and psychology courses at
St. Clare's International College in Oxford, England.
There are fewer tests and more hands-on experiences, Taylor
says. One of her favorite memories is a trip with her poetry professor
and seven other students to a small village in Wales. They hiked
the Welsh hills and read poems while resting in the great outdoors.
"The class structure is completely different," says Taylor, now
a senior, who studied abroad the second semester of her junior year.
"We called professors by their first names and were never really
introduced any other way."
One of Taylor's psychology courses, which fulfilled credit
requirements for her major, was not so much a class as a private
tutoring session in which she worked one-on-one with the professor.
St. Clare's is an independent college separate from Oxford
University - though it is located in the same city - that offers
USD students a wide range of classes that transfer into major and
elective credits.
"The real incentive to study abroad is to develop a wider world
view," Muller notes. "It develops a sense of independence in students
and lets them experience a different kind of learning."
For Taylor, the learning extended well beyond the classroom.
The savvy student understood European tendencies toward antiAmericanism and made it a point to be a world citizen rather than
an "ugly American." She was elated when the Welsh villagers
gathered around the visiting students, asking questions about the
United States and coaxing them to sing American songs.
"The educational part was great because it was different,"
Taylor says, "but the professors knew we were also there for travel
and education about life."
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Newman doesn't mince words when describing
her trip to Mexico last summer. "I went to
Guadalajara a terrible Spanish student," the
junior told a group of undergraduates considering making the same
trip this year. "But I came back and breezed through Spanish III."
For 35 years, USD has sponsored a summer session in the cosmopolitan city of Guadalajara, where students just like Newman
immerse themselves in the language and culture for six weeks.
Mexican families host two or three students for the summer and
provide traditional meals, spacious rooms and a dose of Latin
American family life.
"The host families will help you with your homework and
correct you if you say something wrong," Newman says.
By living with the families and taking at least one of two classes
in Spanish, there is little choice but to speak the native tongue.
"You can't be shy about speaking because it's a necessity," says
Newman, who adds that she knew progress had been made when
she started dreaming in Spanish.
Classes are held at the Universidad del Valle de Atemajac
(UNIVA), a private university in a section of the city called
Jardines de Guadalupe (Gardens of Guadalupe). Lower- and upperdivision courses are offered in cultural anthropology, political
science, business, history, Latin, Spanish and Spanish literature.
Recreational dance and guitar classes teach the American students
about the traditional dance and music of the region.
Instructors from USD often join the group of students for the
summer session and teach some of the courses. Other classes are
taught by Mexican professors, many of whom have been affiliated
with the program for years. One of the native teachers is legendary
for his historical knowledge of the city of 6 million people, and he
always hosts a bus tour of Guadalajara the first weekend students
are in town.
Newman took that tour, and several others throughout the
summer, mostly to other cities and villages. "We went to some
amazing places," she says. "Traveling gets you to speak the language
and interact with other people."
There is a time each day, though, when interaction with others is
put on hold. Largely because of the midafternoon heat, the people of
Guadalajara take a siesta each day at about 2 p.m. When a fellow student
recoiled at the idea of starting classes each morning at 8 a.m., Newman
assured him getting up early is countered by the afternoon naps.
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Sculptura of Guadalajara's city crast in a local plaza

"You will learn to siesta if you're with a family," agrees Carl
Jubran, executive director of the program and a Spanish instructor.
The homestays significantly increase the value of the experience,
Jubran tells potential students. This aspect distinguishes the Guadalajara summer session from all other USD foreign study programs in
which students live in campus housing.
"Eight years ago I was sitting where you're sitting," he told a
group gathered at a recent informational session. "I've taken most
of the courses and stayed with many of the families. The families
we have in Mexico really care about the students and will take care
of you."
Newman undoubtedly felt taken care of. A cross-cultural
studies class quickly helped her understand differences between
Mexican and American traditions, and eased her entry into the
everyday life of Guadalajara.
"In the class you talk about everything that's happening," she
explains. "It helps you feel less foreign. By the end, you don't want
to leave."
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25 years of violence surrounding religious
and national differences in Northern
Ireland, the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) called a cease-fire on the final day of August 1994 - the
same week USO freshmen gathered on campus for Orientation
Week. Jacob McGuire Emry, one of those bright-eyed, first-year
students, resolved that day to study abroad in Ireland at some point
in his college career.
"In high school I had a teacher who was a big influence on
me," recalls Emry, who boasts both English and Irish heritage. "We
talked about politics and deeply divided societies. He was of ScotIrish descent and told me a lot about Ireland. When I saw news of
the cease-fire on the front page, from that point I knew studying
abroad was something I wanted to do."
In September 1996, Emry left for Northern Ireland. He
independently applied to live and study at The Queens University
of Belfast - USO does not have a foreign study program on the
Emerald Isle. Emry enlisted the help of Del Dickson, associate
professor of political science and his adviser, to determine which
courses would transfer into USO credits, and then, perhaps most
significant, to convince Emry's parents that sending their son into
war-torn Belfast was not as risky as it sounded. Coincidentally, the
cease-fire broke down at about the time Emry had to commit to
The Queens University.
Emry wasn't thwarted. The college attracts visiting students
from all over the world, who likewise came to southern Belfast,
even after political tensions escalated, eager to learn about a new
culture. Emry loved the fact that he was the only American in his
residence hall of 300 students.
"The whole point is to get out there and learn the culture," he
says. "Don't hang around with all the American students. If you 're
going to leave your university, leave your university and really try
to get a world view."
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Like the students who attend St. Clare's in Oxford, Emry
found that his classroom experience at The Queens University differed from the small, discussion-based courses at USO. In his political science courses, 50 to 60 students attended a lecture, followed
by a weekly tutorial with the professor, where no more than eight
students gathered at once.
The work Emry valued most, however, was a project he took on
independently. Intent on learning firsthand about the troubles in
Northern Ireland, the confident student set out to interview people
on both sides of the conflict. Emry's goal was to better understand
American involvement in the ongoing struggles in Northern Ireland.
"I had to be really persistent," he says. "I made it my business
to introduce myself to junior party members. Being as objective as
possible is what got me the interviews."
Emry's laudable motives landed him time with a member of
Parliament, Jeffrey Donaldson, and the highly respected former
bishop of Derry, Edward Daly, who spoke adamantly against violence throughout his career as clergy in the religiously segregated
town of Derry.
Emry learned that some of the problems strapping Northern
Ireland include economic troubles, and he ultimately focused his
research on what the United States can do to spur economic investment in the European country. A 22-page term paper on the subject
capped Emry's seven months of research, which he conducted while
he was abroad and continued after returning to USO.
He wrote the paper to add to the knowledge of USD's political
science department. But mostly, Emry says, he wrote it for himself.
"This was my experience to make," says Emry, who graduated
in December and plans to return to The Queens
University to study English and European law.
"I am not the person I was before I left for
Belfast.The study abroad experience opens a
world of knowledge that you would have never
considered if you stayed at your own university
the whole four years."
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Some vacancies still exist for class chairs,
co-chairs (for classes prior to 1971), correspondents and co-correspondents (pre-1971
classes). If there is a vacancy in your class
year and you want to volunteer, please
contact the Office of Alumni Relations at
(619) 260-4819 OT (BOO) 248-4873, ext. 7.
Alumni Gallery notes received after the
deadline will appear in a subsequent issue.
If a large number of timely items are submitted for the summer issue, surplus notes
may appear in the fall edition. For classes
with correspondents, please send class
news to your correspondents rather than
directly to the magazine.
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!El 45-Year Reunion Celebration

Del. 16-18, 1998
CLASS CHAIR
Therese (Truitt) Whitcomb,
Honorary Chair

19&0

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Karen (Graham) Thielke
19518 14th NW
Seattle, WA 98177-2702

CLASS CHAIRS
John J. Bowman
Karene (Lemke) Evenson
CLASS CORRESPONDENTS
Simone Gennette Ostrander
543 North Lake Trout Drive
Sanger, CA 93657

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jim Mavis lives on Mercer Island, east of
Seattle, with his wife, Larissa, and their
24-year-old son and 20-year-old daughter. Jim
has worked as a computer programmer, commercial fisherman and desalination researcher.
He currently works for CH2M Hill.

Pat Gannon Roberts
1426 Boyle Avenue
Escondido, CA 9202 7

19&&
19&1

CLASS CHAIRS
Diana Doerr Klink
Bernard Palacek

CLASS CHAIRS
Elizabeth (Korander) Bradley
Elli (O'Donnell) Lorch
Tippy (Gary) Thibodeau
Mary Jane Tiernan

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Ernest Borunda (J.D. '69) was appointed
1997-98 chairperson of the governing committee for the Center for Judicial Education
and Research. CJER is the educational arm
of the Administrative Office of the Courts
and has the responsibility of educating all
judges and justices in California, as well as
the 22,000 employees of the state court
system. Ernest has been a judge for 18 years
and just completed his fourth term as the
presiding judge of the South Bay Court in
Chula Vista, Calif. He and his wife, Carol
Borunda 'Bl (M.R.E.), have seven children:
Garrett, Greg, Chris, Kate, Matt, Erin and
Nicole. Chris graduated from USD in 1997,
Garrett graduated from Stanford in 1993 and
Greg graduated from San Francisco State in
1996. Kate is in college in the San Francisco
Bay area and Matt is at the United States
Coast Guard Academy in New London,
Conn. The two younger children attend
grade school in Coronado, Calif.

CLASS CORRESPONDENTS
Martha (Fiorino) Dowell
676 West Timberbranch Parkway
Alexandria, VA 22302-3614

1954
CLASS CHAIR
Katite (McGonigle) Murtha

Dennis Halloran
5023 Lilac Lane
Dallas, TX 75209

1955
CLASS CHAIR
Mary Scott

195&
CLASS CHAIRS
Carol Dusler
James V. Freed, Honorary Chair
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Diane (Sinclair) Drew
2854 Creekside Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

19&2
CLASS CHAIRS
Janet (Halla) Trily
Ned Wilson

19&3
!El 35-Year Reunion Celebration
Del. 16-18, 1998
CLASS CHAIRS
Hank Acquarelli
Penny (Nutting) Guthrie

19&'7
195&
IE]

40-Year Reunion Celebration

Del. 16-18, 1998
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Nadine Israel Thomas
2538 Tupelo Drive
Augusta, GA 30909
nthomas204@aol.com

1959
CLASS CHAIRS
Angel (Kraemer) Klein bub
George Palma

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Martha (Spiers) Lepore
750 F Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

CLASS CHAIRS
Donna (Trumble) McGill
Paul Tuomainen Jr.
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Joseph Walker
715 South 32nd Street
Renton, WA 98055-5097

19&4
CLASS CHAIR
Noel Hall
CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Delle Willett
2753 Hillcroft Drive
Chesterfield, MO 63005-7007

19GB
[El

Del. 16-18, 1998
CLASS CHAIRS
Sandra (Kiszla) Chew
Walter Johnston

19&5
CLASS CHAIRS
Maureen Buckley
Dennis Wick
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CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Moira Lees
11806 Gorham Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90049

1974
CLASS CHAIRS

19&0
CLASS CHAIR

Victoria (Westervelt) Nasman
Doug Robert

Carrie (Galvin) Dern

1975
CLASS CHAIR

Randall Fong (M.Ed.) is admissions director

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Heather (Manion) Gallagher has two children

and is an associate broker at Rancho Santa
Fe (Calif.) Realty.

Dennis Blair

19&9
CLASS CHAIR

William Uberti
15660 Southwest 123rd Avenue
Miami, FL 33177

and ninth-grade counselor at Damien Memorial High School in Honolulu, Hawaii. He
and his wife, Linda, have two children:
Marissa, 8, and Nathan, 2. Randall writes:
"I hope to hear from former classmates in
the 1978-80 counselor education program."

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Jan (Davidson) Tuomainen

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Gary Lane (J.D.) is dean of California
Pacific School of Law in Bakersfield, Calif.
Gary and his family - wife, Rebecca, and
two boys: Doug, 11, and Blake, 4 - moved
to Bakersfield for the position. As dean,
Gary oversees a faculty of about 40. Gary
writes: "I love serving as dean of our young
law school ( we have been accredited for
two years) . The people here are great. I
invite all of my Class of 1969 law alumni
to come up and visit me."

1970
CLASS CHAIRS
Rosemary (Masterson) Johnston
G. Vincent Reardon Jr.

1971
CLASS CHAIR
Steve Nasman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Lawrence Pickard
4906 New Castle Street
Riverside, CA 92509

19&1
CLASS CHAIR

197&
CLASS CHAIRS

Hugh Swift

Randy Klotz
Maureen Phalen

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

1977
CLASS CHAIR

Lisa Sill
10720 Ohio Avenue, #12
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Sam Dove

19&2
CLASS CHAIR

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

Richard Huver

Michael Aeling
48 Darlene Street
St. Paul, MN 55119-4908

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Denise Bailey-Jackson
560 West 43rd Street, #23G
New York, NY 10036

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Michael Aeling is financial controller for

Unimax Systems Corp., a software firm. He
and his wife, Ellen (Oesterle) Aeling '78,
live in St. Paul, Minn. Michael volunteers
for the Boy Scouts of America as a scoutmaster and chairman of the District Family
Friends of Scouting. He recently was awarded
the James E. West Fellowship for outstanding volunteer work with the Friends of
Scouting program.

197&
1972
CLASS CHAIR

IBl 20-Year Reunion Celebration
Oct. 16-18, 1998

Roy Lechner

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

CLASS CHAIR
Stephen L. Plourd

Kevin Gallagher is senior vice president at

Union Bank of California. He and his wife,
Patty [Ragan) Gallagher '73, relocated to La

Habra, Calif. Their son, Ryan, is in his
senior year at Sonoma State University and
their daughter, Kathleen, is in her junior
year at UCSD.

1973

1979
CLASS CHAIR

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Lesa Christenson (J.D. '85) has been an

attorney for 10 years at Hillyer & Irwin,
where she became the firm's first female
partner in 1994. She was elected to the
board of directors of the Lawyers Club of
San Diego and continues as chair of the
organization's membership committee. She
reports that while she hasn't had an "official vacation" in two years, she has enjoyed
long weekends in Chicago, New Orleans,
Washington, D.C., New York City, Seattle,
Santa Fe, San Francisco, Napa Valley, and
Vancouver and Whistler Mountain, British
Columbia .... Navy Lt. Cmdr. Tremont
Parrino reported for duty at the National
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, Md.

19&3

Kathy (George) Frisbie

[BJ 15-Year Reunion Celebration

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

Oct. 16-18, 1998

Dorothy Kettel-Kneski
2101 Saint Andrews Bay
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

CLASS CHAIR
Chris Pascale

IE] 25-Year Reunion Celebration

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

Oct. 16-18, 1998

Rick Sanchez
1453 West Kesler Lane
Chandler, AZ 85224
e-mail: rsanchez@ionet.net
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Dan Zech and his wife, C andy, live in
Escondido, Calif. D on writes: "We have
four great kids, ages 4 to 10, who are
involved in basketball, baseball, soccer,
swimming, gymnastics, golf, tennis and tap
dancing. C andy is an at-home mom and
home-schools our oldest. I spent 12 years
at John Burnham & Co. and now own my
own commercial real estate company, CDC
Commercial, in San Diego."

19&"'!11:
CLASS CHAIR
Tim Huckaby

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
N orma Samaniego
48 9 Pescado Place
Encinitas, C A 9 20 24
e-mail: norma_samaniego@rkei.com
bank Walsh '8D

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Michael Nelson was promoted to fire captain for the San D iego Fire D epartment.
H e and his wife, Maria [Martinez) Nelson
'94 (M.Ed. '97) , were married on July 25 .

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Donald Janes (J .D .) retired on June 3 0
from his position as senior vice president of
marketing with FPA M edical Management.
H e is traveling with his wife, D ebra, and
their son, Keenan , while staying in contact
with investors and developing new health
services opportunities. The famil y lives in
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, C alif.

19&5
CLASS CHAIR
Maggie Keller H awblitzel

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Katie (O'R ourke ) D elan o
4 25 Yale Avenue
C oalinga, C A 93 210

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
N avy Lt. C mdr. Esteban Villaras is on a
six-month deployment to the Mediterranean
Sea aboard the multipurpose amphibious
assault ship USS Guam.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Bradley Schwartz (J .D.) started his own
Los A ngeles law fir m, Schwartz & Associates, specializing in corporate and securities
matters, including public and private finan cing, mergers and acquisitions, and corporate
formation, structuring and governance.

22

THE GOLDEN TOUCH
rank Walsh '80 came to USO to play
basketball.At his first practice, the
transfer student from Kansas State
broke his ankle and was sidelined for the
season.A year later, he returned to the
Toreros and promptly broke his hand, keeping
him off the court for another year. Looking
back, he says it's one of the best things that
ever happened to him.
"When I was injured, I decided to
switch majors to business," he says. "That
choice had a profound effect on my future."
Years later, Walsh's choice would dramatically change the face of one of the most
popular pastimes in the world.As co-founder
of Authentic Images, a San Diego-based
company, Walsh has turned the hobby
industry upside-down in a few short years
with a unique line of 24-karat gold trading
cards and gallery-style photo reproductions.
The limited-edition images - created by
embossing gold on a metal base - caught
fire with collectors immediately after the
release of the first card, featuring Michael
Jordan, in 1994. Since then, everything Walsh
touches turns, quite literally, to gold.
"We knew we had something special
for serious collectors,'' says Walsh, "but we
weren't ready for the response."
Collectors aren't the only ones who
responded. In less than four years,Authentic
Images snagged the licensing rights to entities such as Major League Baseball, Disney,
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NASCAR, Marvel Comics, and LucasFilm.
Every image the company produces whether it be a Mickey Mantle baseball
card, a Mickey Mouse collectible image or a
scene from a Star Wars movie - sells out
almost immediately. The company, however,
was no overnight success.As Walsh explains,
the idea was almost too easy - and the
execution almost too difficult.
"The whole thing happened by mistake,"
Walsh recalls. "In 1992, my partner and I
saw a gold-embossed religious icon in Japan.
It was about the size of a baseball card, and
right there the idea clicked."
But the duo worked through 19 generations of images with a Japanese factory
before coming up with the high resolution
they sought.
"When we reached the 12th generation,
we didn't know if the process would ever
work,'' Walsh says. "By then we had pretty
much mortgaged everything we had, so we
decided to keep going at it."
Walsh is still going at it, saying he learns
more each day about the complex business
of licensing and marketing Al's popular collectibles. But he also admits his job is a lot
of fun.
"I get to pull out these amazing images
and moments in time and create something
special with them,'' Walsh says. "When I see
the reaction people have to what we do, I
know this is a great business to be in."

9affer_y

19&&
CLASS CHAIR
James Pierik

19&&
IE! 10-Year Reunion Celebration
Oct. l&-18, 1998

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

CLASS CHAIR

Shannon Smith
53 16th Street
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

Jacki (Cepe) Lake

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Janine Mason Barone was included in the
1998-99 edition of Who's Who in the West.
She is the San Diego regional manager for
Fieldstone Foundation. Janine also is a
member of the board for the San Diego
Blood Bank Foundation and on the advisory
committee for Eureka Communities. She
and her husband, John, live in Del Mar.

19&'7
CLASS CHAIR
Philip Welp

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Niamh Foley Homan
1514 North Shore Road
Norfolk, VA 23505

series "Homefront" and the CBS series
"Harts of the West." He starred in the
NBC mini-series "The Beast" and had a
role in the feature film "Dragon: The
Bruce Lee Story."

1990
CLASS CHAIR

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

Estela Lopez

Joannie (Santoni) McLoughlin
11454 Eastridge Place
San Diego, CA 92131

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

Harry Kennedy is an attorney with the Min-

April (Flores) Goodjohn
926 Agate Street
San Diego, CA 92109

neapolis law firm of Best & Flanagan and
practices in the areas of employment law and
general civil litigation. He earned his J.D.
degree from the University of Minnesota
in 1997 .... Erin (Reagan) Lightle and her
husband, Todd, relocated to Clearwater, Fla.,
where she is a school social worker. Erin
says they hope to be back in San Diego in
four years .... Jeff Silver lives in San
Francisco and is an associate with Montgomery Securities Mergers & Acquisitions
Group, specializing in the lodging industry.

Caley (Truman) DeBalko is director of marketing with Solutions Integrator, a magazine
for the technology integration community.
The magazine is based in San Mateo, Calif.
... Carrie (Weber) Murrell and her husband,
Michael, live in Orange, Calif. She writes:
"We celebrated the first birthday of our
second child this year. I can't think of a
more satisfying career than raising my two
children."

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jonas Egilsson lives in Reykjavik, Iceland.
He is involved in track and field athletic
administration as the newly elected president
of the Athletic Federation of Iceland and
vice president of the Association of Athletic
Federations of Small States in Europe ....
Niamh Foley Homan is a speech-language
pathologist and was promoted to director of
rehabilitation at Chesapeake Healthcare
Center in Virginia .... Joseph Sevigny is
director of graduate enrollment services at
New York University. He has published six
monographs on the education systems of
six African nations and is working on an
in-depth publication about the education
systems of Ethiopia and Eritrea.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Cathy McDeed-Breault (M.S.N.) recently
graduated from the George Washington
University post-M.S.N. nurse practitioner
program in Washington, D.C. During the
graduation ceremony, she was honored
with an outstanding achievement award.
Cathy lives in Carlsbad, Calif., with her
husband, Chris, and their children, Eric
and Karianne. After passing the national
adult nurse practitioner certification exams,
Cathy is an adult nurse practitioner at the
Veterans Administration Medical Center in
San Diego.

George S. Cabot (LL.M.) was appointed
vice chair and chair-elect of the partnerships
committee of the State Bar of California.

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

1991
CLASS CHAIR
Rick Apel

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
19&9
CLASS CHAIR

Glenn Hickok
7703 Via Capri
La Jolla, CA 92037

Tom Gorman

CLASS CORRESPONDENT

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Matthew lliCicco is a pilot for United Airlines.

Colleen Blackmore Pappas
6910 Blue Orchid Lane
Carlsbad, CA 92009

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Brenda Urse) is a program manager for
Skillpath Inc. in Anchorage, Alaska. She
volunteers and works in Christian ministries
while she pursues full-time work in children's counseling.

He lives in Palo Alto, Calif.... Sarah Wdde
lives in Hermosa Beach, Calif., where she
is a sales representative for Calvin Klein
and Fendi Eyewear. She covers the Southern
California and Las Vegas regions.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Vivian Velichkoff Doering (J.D.) is an attorney and lives in Escondido, Calif., with her
husband, Joseph. She was awarded the
Dove Award by the Association of Retarded
Citizens for her volunteer service to the
community. She reports that her dean from
the University of Illinois (her undergraduate
alma mater) attended the awards luncheon.
... Sterling Macer Jr. (M.F.A.) is working
on "Park Day," a project that he wrote and
directed and was filmed in Springfield, Mo.
Sterling was a regular on the ABC dramatic
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1992
CLASS CHAIRS
Charlie Bush
Greg Weaver

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Mike Williams
1020 Honeysuckle Drive
San Marcos, CA 92069

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Maribal Casillas '93, Kirstan Bawman '9& and Pamala Putian '94

REAL TROOPERS

T

hey've never sold cookies or joined a
troop camping trip, but Maribel
Casillas '93, Pamela Putian '94 and
Kirsten Bowman '96 know all the Girl Scout
songs and even own the traditional green
uniform.
The three USD grads are membership
and marketing specialists at Girl Scouts, San
Diego-Imperial Council, Inc. In their role as
mentors to the more than 8,000 volunteer
leaders and 30,000 young members, they are
learning the life of a Girl Scout none of them
experienced while growing up in San Diego.
" It's kind of fun wearing the uniform
every once in a while,'' Casillas says.
As they show off the Hillcrest headquarters, each of the three young women
grows excited when they see parents and
kids in the Girl Scouts store. Their faces
beam with pride when they show off the
volunteer resource center where shelves
and shelves of equipment, books, videos and
games are available for adult leaders to take
back to their scout troops.
Imagine the surprise when these three
employees of the 15-person membership
department discovered they attended the
same university. Casillas, Putian and Bowman
each intended to work in the non-profit arena,
but never met while living and attending
classes at Alcala Park.
Putian was a double major in sociology
and political science, Casillas studied psychology and completed the American Humanics

program, and Bowman majored in sociology
with a minor in gender studies. Different
professional contacts eventually brought
them to the same place, and now the three
friends consult each other for advice, spend
holidays together and share stories of life on
the job. Each of them supports a different
area in San Diego County.
"One of the biggest resources we have
is each other,'' Casillas says. "We sit down
and voice our problems, talk about how to
solve conflicts."
Their enthusiasm is based largely on a
deep respect for the Girl Scouts organization,
an agency that devotes 90 percent of its
annual funding to programs for the kids and
maintenance of the several campgrounds
run by the council.
"Before I started working here, I didn't
really know much about Girl Scouts,'' Putian
says. "The girls I work with have the highest
self-esteem of any girls I've ever worked
with. It shows the volunteers are doing a
really good job."
From day to day, their work is more
involved with the adult leaders, but Casillas,
Putian and Bowman never lose sight of who
they truly work for.
"A chance to work with the kids is the
most meaningful part," Bowman says. "It
makes a big difference to get out and lead
a group or do an activity with the girls. It
reminds you what it's all about."
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Peter Amstutz and his wife, Grace, moved
to Pottstown, Pa. Peter is a senior process
engineer/product manager for Electro
Science Labs .... Fernanda Carrillo writes:
"After graduation, I worked for Coopers &
Lybrand in San Diego for about two years
and obtained my C.P.A. Later, I decided to
go back to school. I am currently a Ph.D.
candidate in economics at Duke University."
... Kim Do has been with the Securities and
Exchange Commission for two years. She
recently worked on a six-month rotation in
the international office of the corporate
finance division. She reports that she loves
her job and playing softball in front of the
U.S. Capitol building in Washington, D.C.
... Belinda nshar earned a master's degree in
1995 and works for Andersen Consulting.
She reports that she enjoys life in Dallas and
is looking forward to her next assignment
in San Francisco .... Christina Grohs is an
airline pilot for United Airlines. She lives
in Newbury Park, Calif.... Jacbelhem
Tahapary '92 (M.Ed. '94) is in the cultural
and human behavior doctoral program at
the California School of Professional
Psychology in San Diego. He is a consultant
and trainer for a diversity change consulting
group and is a supervisor for Ace Parking
Management. Jocbethem and his wife, Julie
Otero, live in San Diego .... Navy Lt. Keith
Thomas is on deployment to the western
Pacific and Indian oceans aboard the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz . ... Jim Washam is
vice president of marketing and sales for
C&M Transfer of San Diego. He and his
wife, Tisha, were married on April 19, 1997.
Jim is a three-time all-star and a four-year
member of the Chula Vista Patriots, a semiprofessional football team in the Pacific
Football League.

1993
!El Five-Year Reunion Celebration
Del. 16-18, 1998

CLASS CHAIR
Houssam Aboukhater

9affer_y

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Hays (Fraim) Padrnos
6401 South Boston Street, #Q205
Englewood, CO 80111-5342

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Lara (Smith) Blair teaches fifth-grade in
Portland, Ore., and is training for a
marathon .... Anna Fuchs is an assistant
manager with Culver Personnel in San
Diego.... William Gallardo is on a sixmonth deployment to the western Pacific
Ocean embarked aboard the ships of the
USS Peleliu amphibious ready group ....
Angia GassaH was promoted to recruiting
manager for the Anaheim Hilton & Towers
in Anaheim, Calif.... Brant Hadgas is tax
manager for Franchise Finance Corporation
of America in Scottsdale, Ariz. Brent's son,
T.J., is now 2 years old.... David Martinson
lives in Sapporo, Japan, where he is writing
his master's thesis. He also is learning the
Japanese language and hopes to pass level
two of the language proficiency test....
Haathar (Gallaghar) Tray is a sales associate
at a food brokerage firm in Boston. She
married Robert Troy in June 1997. (In the
last issue, it was erroneously reported that
Heather Gallagher has two children and is
an associate broker at Rancho Santa Fe
Realty in California. That information was
for Haathar (Manion) Gallagher, who graduated in 1968. The editor regrets the error.)

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Alax Miskiawicz (M.B.A.) manages the aviation foreign military sales program for the
U.S. Navy. He lives in Alexandria, Va ....
Vanessa Varlin (M.A.) is a psychological
assistant and intern in marriage, family and
child counseling in San Francisco. She is
a student at the California Institute of
Integral Studies.

1994
CLASS CHAIR
Tom Vertetis

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Lauren Riaski
5401 Nassau Circle East
Englewood, CO 80110

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Navy Lt. j.g. Rabarl W. Brauar is on a sixmonth deployment to the western Pacific
Ocean embarked aboard the ships of the
USS Peleliu amphibious ready group ....
Ayma Hussaini is a campaign aide for
Darrell Issa, who is running for U.S.
Senate from San Diego .... Darcy Lang is a

media planner with Hoffman/Lewis in San
Francisco. She works on projects for Toyota,
Golden Gate University, Monterey tourism,
Vivus and Lifeguard .... Tanya Lugliani
raised $4,806 for the Leukemia Society by
running a marathon in Anchorage, Alaska.
Despite minor injuries, she finished the
run in four hours and 14 minutes. She
writes: "I felt amazing until mile 23 when
I hit the famous 'wall' everyone told me
about. The last 3.2 miles were felt in every
bone and muscle in my body, but with each
step I continued to remind myself why I
was there." ... Maria (Martinaz) Nalsan
(M.Ed. '97) is a second-grade bilingual
teacher at Otay Elementary School in
Chula Vista, Calif. She and her husband,
Michael Nalsan '84, were married on July
25 .... Marine 1st Lt. Chad Stawarl is on a
six-month deployment to the western
Pacific Ocean embarked aboard the ships of
the USS Peleliu amphibious ready group.

1995
CLASS CHAIR
Jennifer McCann Vertetis

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Eric Ludwig
2240 Eucalyptus Avenue
Escondido, CA 92029
e-mail: cmtc71 b@prodigy.com

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
MaH Young is in the publicity department
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer/United Artists in
Santa Monica, Calif.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Linn McLaurin (M.A.) is the historian for
the naval amphibious base in Coronado,
Calif. She establishes archival research and
artifact holdings pertaining to amphibious
warfare. Linn is developing a base museum
in a 1944 restored Quonset hut. She and
her husband, William, live in Coronado....
JaVanna Phillips (J.D.) lives in Modesto,
Calif., where she is a deputy district attorney for Stanislaus County. She writes: "It's
very nice to be close to San Francisco and
my favorite football team, the 49ers!"

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Navy Lt. Cmdr. David A Clawson (M.I.B.)
is deployed to Atsugi, Japan, with Carrier
Early Warning Squadron 115 .... Stafani&
Rayas is a science enrichment teacher for
junior kindergarten and kindergarten at Viewpoint School in Calabasas, Calif.... Shannan
McAfaa is a first-grade teacher in Chula
Vista, Calif. She plans to leave on an assignment for the Peace Corps in September.

1997
CLASS CHAIR
Greg Johnson

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Colleen Engel
10062 Paseo Montril, #509
San Diego, CA 92129

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Jannifar Bailay is the career development
specialist at the new Delridge Community
Career and Computer Access Center in
Seattle. She provides vocational counseling
and educational workshops .... Marine Capt.
Lucas Baaba is on a six-month deployment
to the western Pacific Ocean embarked aboard
the ships of the USS Peleliu amphibious
ready group .... Karry Daganhardt works in
San Francisco for the Esprit Corp ....
Callaan Engal is with Systems Engineering
Associates in San Diego .... Grag Johnson
is with Maxim Group in San Diego ....
Bradlay Rossin lives in San Diego, where
he is a field representative for Congressman
Brian Bilbray. Bradley is in charge of healthcare and environmental issues and serves as
liaison for the congressman with the communities of California's 49th District....
Carria Smith works at Maxim Group in
San Diego .... Jannifar Varsak writes: "I
spent the summer working with the Senate's
banking and foreign relations committees. I
just started working as a production assistant at C-SPAN and I coach rowing at a
local high school in Arlington, Va." ...
Mika Viola is with KPMG Peat Marwick in
Costa Mesa, Calif.... Julia WaHars works
at Hewlett Packard in Cupertino, Calif.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Jannifar Hamlin (J.D.) is an associate with
the Los Angeles office of Fulbright &

199&
CLASS CHAIR

Jaworski. She concentrates her practice on
corporate matters

Bryan Walsh

CLASS CORRESPONDENT
Joy Deutsch
5375 La Cuenta Drive
San Diego, CA 92124
e-mail: joy.deutsch@gwl.com
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MARRIAGES
Please note that USD Magazine does not
print engagement information. While alumni
are encouraged to send information about
their marriages, due to space considerations,
wedding photographs are no longer being
published.

PRAYING THE FLUTE
obert Turgeon '77 has been a musician
for 35 years, but it wasn't until 12
years ago that he found an instrument
that touched his soul. The Native American
flute is more than a musical instrument to
Turgeon. It is the means to a spiritual journey.
"I don't play the flute. I pray the flute,"
Turgeon says.
The USD sociology major discovered
his musical muse through a newspaper article. When he moved into his Helena, Mont.,
valley home a dozen years ago, Turgeon
unpacked an article about a man living on a
nearby mountain who made Native American flutes, a wood instrument crafted with
five or six holes. He called the flutemaker,
but an BO-year-old Lakota native answered
the phone instead. The Lakota native, a
flutist, talked to Turgeon for two hours about
the beauty of the music, concluding with an
impromptu concert using his "lady," a 120year-old flute .
Convinced this was the instrument he
sought, Turgeon quickly met with the
flutemaker. " The flute became a friend, my
companion," he says. "It goes everywhere
with me. With the flute, I can take my emotions and my bodily spirit and put it out
through my music."
Turgeon now owns about 20 Native
American flutes, and released his first CD of
Native American flute music, "Voices for the
Spirit World," in August 1996. By day a counseling psychologist for the Department of
Veteran Affairs, Turgeon presents up to four
performances a month ranging from 20

minutes to two hours. He often follows performances with a workshop on the musical
art considered nearly extinct just a few
years ago.
It is an art that gives Turgeon deep satisfaction. His CD, or sound painting, as he
calls it, is not merely a collection of recordings. It is instead a musical reflection of a
journey that includes his studies to become
a Sun Dancer - a sacred Native American
ceremony - and his work with medicine
men and medicine women.
Turgeon's music is emotion and it
evokes emotion in his listeners. He recalls
the moment he understood the spiritual
and emotional power of the Native American
flute.At a seminar several years ago,Turgeon
was in a meadow with the seminar group
doing Chinese moving meditations. He had a
profound experience during the meditations
that morning and started to cry. Rather than
hiding the emotion, he let it flow.
In the evening, when the group gathered
and each person reflected on his or her day,
Turgeon still couldn't talk about his profound
experience in the meadow. Instead, he picked
up his flute, closed his eyes and "prayed" his day.
When he was finished, the 57 people
sitting around him were all in tears.

2&
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{Editor's Note: Robert Turgeon's CD, "Voices for
the Spirit World," is available by calling the
Four Winds Trading Company at (800) 456-5444.
His second CD, "Shaman's Journey," is due out in
May.
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UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Maurice Correia 'Bl and his wife, Kimberly,
were married on Nov. 15 at Founders
Chapel. The couple live in San Diego ....
John Todd '83 married Cheryl Bullington
on April 12 at Founders Chapel. After a
honeymoon in St. Lucia, John and Cheryl
settled in San Diego .... Eugene Gutierrez
'BB and Tamara Trentmann were wed on
Nov. 29 in La Canada Flintridge, Calif.
The couple live in Monrovia. Eugene is
chief financial officer for RPS Inc., a rebar
fabrication and installation company....
Jamie Allison Ferl '89 (M.Ed. '95) married
Scott Colangelo on June 1, 1996, and the
couple live in San Diego. Jamie is a teacher
with the Charter School of Success in the
San Diego Unified School District ....
Michele Hayes '89 married Mark
Zajkowski on Aug. 31, and a number of
alumni attended the wedding. Michele is an
account executive at Blair Television in
Boston. The couple live in Charlestown,
Mass .... Nicole Roche '89 wed Felix
Martinez on Nov. 11, 1995, in Thousand
Oaks, Calif. They welcomed a daughter,
Shannon Marie, on April 16, 1997. The
family lives in Ventura .... Tiffany Brewka
'90 married Scott Bufton on Aug. 30 at
the Mount Charleston Resort outside of
Las Vegas, Nev. Tiffany is an anchor for
KLAS-TV in Las Vegas .... Anastasia Hyll
'91 and Paul Stabile were married on Oct. 4
at Founders Chapel. Anastasia is a financial aid cons ultant at USD .... Ramie Ruy
'91 and Michael Blood were married on
Feb. 28, 1998. Renee is operations manager
for Van Kasper & Company, a stock brokerage firm in San Diego .... Kenneth
Kasinak '92 and Piper Richards were wed
on Nov. 22 at Founders Chapel. Kenneth
is an investigator and process server in San
Diego .... Lisa Kelly '92 married Jeff Cesari
in Sarasota, Calif. on July 12. After living
abroad in Brussels for a year, Lisa moved
to the San Francisco Bay area with her
new husband .... Katie Rausch '92 married
Danny Douglas on June 14 in Orange
County, Calif. The couple live in Manhattan
Beach .... Julia Feezor '93 and P at Rizco
were married in October 1996. Both work at

9afle.r_y

the Ritz Carlton in Laguna Niguel, Calif. Pat
is director of engineering and Julie is a sales
manager.... Mika FmTari '93 married Heather
Ann Wall on July 12. Mike and Heather live
in Dallas, where Mike is regional account
manager for REAL Applications Ltd., an
IBM business partner.... Heather Gallagher
'93 married Robert Troy in June 1997.
Heather is a sales associate at a food brokerage firm in Boston .... Lari ShackeUard
'93 married Lt. Christopher Schimenti in
October. Lori completed her M.B.A. at Cal
State, San Marcos, in December, when the
couple moved to Monterey, Calif.... Jeff
Janes '95 and Tarra Waters '95 were wed
on June 21 in La Jolla, Calif. Jeff is vice
president of Prolog Logistics and Terra
teaches first grade at Hearst Elementary.
The couple live in San Diego .... Jane
Murray '95 married Tony Lovett on July
13, 1996, at Founders Chapel. Jane is a
quality assurance coordinator and Tony is a
salesman, both at Trend Offset Printing in
Orange County, Calif. Jane also teaches
private piano lessons .... Hilary Reynalds
'95 married Robert Whiton on July 5 in
Keystone, Colo. The couple honeymooned
in Hawaii, then settled in San Diego,
where Hilary is a kindergarten teacher....
Labina Williams '95 married Chad
Graham on Aug. 20 in Santa Ana, Calif.
Latrina is a senior claims representative
with Farmers Insurance. The couple live in
San Bernardino, Calif.... Melanie Cramer
'9& married Charlie Bush '92 on Sept. 27 in
Orange County, Calif. The couple honeymooned in Bermuda. Melanie is a placement specialist with a San Diego firm.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Linda Fitzgerald '84 (J.D.) and Navy Cmdr.
Thomas Carlson were married on Dec. 23,
1996. Linda is vice president of legal affairs
for BTI Americas Inc., a travel agency
headquartered in Northbrook, Ill. Linda
and Thomas live in Coronado, Calif.

BIRTHS
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI
Victoria (Haas) Nymherl '79 and her hus-

band, Thomas, welcomed their second son,
Jonathan Campbell, on May 20. He joins
older brother, Paul Haas, 3. The family
lives in Mason, Ohio, where Victoria
works part-time at Williams-Sonoma ....
Veronica (PlaH) Langstrelh '82 and her
husband, Robert, send news of a daughter,
Adeline Marie, born on July 2, 1996, who
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Do you have a new job? A promotion?
A new spouse or child? A great vacation story to tell? Your classmates
want to hear about it!
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IF NO CORRESPONDENT IS
LISTED, send the form to: Office of
Alumni Relations, University of San
Diego, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego,
CA 92110-2492, Fax (619) 260-6831.

Take a few minutes to fill out this
form and send it to your class correspondent, listed in the Alumni
Gallery section by class year.

You also can send the information via
e-mail: alumni@acusd.edu

Name

Last

First

Middle

Maiden

Spouse's Name

Last

First

Middle

Maiden

State

Zip

Address
City

Telephone

Title

Employer
Employer Address
City

State

Zip

USO Class Year

Major

Degree

Other Degrees: Class Year

College or University

Degree

Is any of this information new?

0

Yes

O No

Is spouse a USD graduate?

0

Yes

O No

Telephone

If yes, Major and Class Year
PLEASE INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING IN USD MAGAZINE.
I UNDERSTAND THAT INFORMATION MAY BE VERIFIED BY PHONE.
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joins her 5-year-old brother, Daniel.
Adeline's godmother is Mary Cameron 'Bl.
Veronica started her own law practice and
works just two days a week so she can
spend most of her time with the children.
... Rab Noriega '82 and his wife, Lindy,
celebrated the birth of their third son,
Zachary James, on Aug. 1. Zach's older
brothers are: Andrew, 5, and Alex, 2.
Zach's godfather is Michael Bush '82. Rob
is a partner with the law firm of Noriega,
Alexander & Bradshaw.... Diane (Clark)
Ducan 'Bl and her husband, Mark, were
blessed with the birth of a son, Luke
Anthony, on Aug. 8. Diane is a district
manager for Blue Shield of California. The
family lives in La Jolla, Calif.... Jahn
Melican '84 and his wife, Kathy, welcomed
twins, Molly C laire and Jack Terrence, on
Oct. 1. The family lives in Portland, Ore.,
where John works for Nike Inc .... Jahn
Prunty '84 and his wife, Livia, celebrated
the birth of their second child, Allison
Danielle, on Sept. 16. Their son, Nicholas,
is 3 . John is controller of Gen-Probe, a
medical diagnostics company in Mira Mesa,
Calif.... Patrick Norris '85 and Debbie
(San Filippa) Norris '87 send news of a son,
Patrick, born on Oct. 29, 1996. Patrick
joins an older sister, Tiffany. Debbie works
at Titleist-Footjoy Worldwide and Pat is a
police officer with the San Diego Police
Department .... Eric Bennett '87 and Lari
(Margan) Bennett '87 welcomed a son,
Matthew David, on May 17. Matthew joins
siblings Easton, 4, and Katie, 2. The
Bennett family lives in Portland, Ore ....
Michele (Chia) De Santis '87 and her husband, Joseph, announce the birth of a
daughter, Chiara Rose, on Jan. 12. She
joins older sister, Christina Lynn, 2-1/2.
Christina's godmother is Jeannie De Santis
'87 and Chiara's godfather is Christopher
De Santis '85. The family lives in Orange,
Calif.... Rab Lester '87 and his wife, Joanie,
were blessed with a son, Chase Bradley, on
July 2. The family lives in Rancho Santa
Margarita, Calif., where Rob is an analyst
with Medaphis Physician Services Corp.
He also is an assistant cross country coach
at Concordia University.... Jacqueline
(Myrick) Mejia 'BB and her husband, Tommy,
welcomed their first child, Grace Elizabeth,
on Sept. 19 .... Shelly (Dison) Masteller 'BB
and her husband, Steve, announce the birth
of a daughter, Jessica Anne, on Sept. 18.
The family lives in San Diego . ... Navy Lt.
Rich Hirasuna '89 and his wife, Kathleen,
celebrated the birth of their first child,
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Hannah Isabelle, on Nov. 11. The family
lives in La Mesa, Calif.... Mall Huarte '89
and his wife, Heather, send news of a second son, Luke, born on Sept. 18, who joins
older brother, Zack. The family lives in
Tucson, Ariz .... Marianna (Gamboa)
Kaehmstedt '89 and her husband, James,
were blessed with their first child, Morgan
Michaela, on Sept. 6, 1996. The family
lives in San Diego . ... Joyce (Meehan)
Plotnik '89 and her husband, Dave, welcomed a son, Evan Matthew, in August.
Evan joins older sister, Emma Faith, 3. The
fam ily just moved into a new home in
Aliso Viejo, Calif., where Joyce is a stayat-home mom .... Linda (McMillan) Smith
'89 and her husband, David, celebrated the
birth of their first child, Marshall Patrick,
on Aug. 14. The Smith family lives in
Pasadena, Calif.... Jahn Sperrazza '90 and
his wife, Cathy, welcomed a daughter,
Jessica Marie, on May 28. John is product
marketing manager of the Zip drive business at IOMEGA Corp. The family lives in
Cayton, Utah .... Amanda (Zimmerman)
Abrams '91 and her husband, Dave, send
news of a son, Daniel, born on Feb. 17.
The family lives in San Diego . ... Tadd
Jordan '91 and Amy (Pazelnik) Jordan '91
celebrated the birth of a son, Tyler Benjamin,
on Sept. 2 7. The family lives in West Linn,
Ore .... Marni (Vigil) Hayman '92 and her
husband, Patrick, welcomed a daughter in
September. Marni is resource development
coordinator for Grossmont Hospital Foundation in La Mesa, Calif.... Kristin (DeLine)
Lindhart '93 and her husband celebrated
the birth of identical twins, Alexis Murray
and Keenan Dawson, on July 8 . ... Jennifer
(Romera) Ward '94 and her husband,
Richard, welcomed their first child, Sierra
Anne, on April 21. The family lives near
Seattle, where Jennifer is the accoun ts
receivable manager for Norvanco
International Inc.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI
Gabrielle Keenum '96 (M.A.) and her husband, Michael, celebrated the birth of a
daughter, Mikaela Lauren, on Aug. 14. The
family recently moved to Lubbock, Texas,
where Gabrielle works for Crossroads
Samaritan Counseling Center.... Larry
Baldwin '97 (M.B.A.) and his wife,
Melissa, adopted a son, Isaac Allen, on
Nov. 17. Isaac was born on June 8 . Larry
is a default manager for Advanta Mortgage
in San Diego.
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IN MEMORIAM
Carol (Farrell) Burke Couture '57 died suddenly in January. She was an active and
loyal supporter of USD for many years.
She served on the board of directors of the
national alumni association and as chair of
the Class of 1957. Most recently, she
chaired the class's 40-year reunion during
the 1997 Homecoming weekend. In 1993,
Carol was honored with USD's Bishop
Charles Francis Buddy Award for her dedication to education, service to the community and commitment to USD. From USD,
she earned a bachelor's degree in Spanish
and a master's degree in curriculum and
instruction, with a specialty in bilingual
teaching. Carol and her first husband,
naval aviator Frank Burke, who died in
1986, raised four sons and one daughter.
She is survived by her second husband,
Jack Couture, her children and their families. Carol's family requests that contributions be made to the University of San
Diego Carol (Farrell) Burke Couture
Memorial Fund .. . . Ann Marie Young '95
(M.S.N. '96) died unexpectedly on Jan. 22
in Chula Vista, Calif. She graduated from
Southwestern College School of Nursing in
1980. While a nurse in the UCSD Medical
Center outpatient surgery department, she
was the model for the 1982 nursing
recruitment poster. As a labor and delivery
nurse at Sharp Chula Vista and Scripps
Chula Vista hospitals, she returned to
school. Annie earned a bachelor's and master's degree in nursing and a family nurse
practitioner certificate from USD. While at
USD, she was awarded the Irene Sabelberg
Palmer Scholarship for highest academic
achievement in the bachelor of nursing program in 1992. She is survived by three
children: Ian, 15, Shannon, 12, and Kelly,
7; her former husband, Scott Young; her
parents, Richard and Kathleen Powers; six
younger siblings; and many nieces and
nephews.

KALE I DD
This calandar raDacts only major campus avanls with dalas firm as al magazina prass lima. For a complala listing, plaasa call Iha public ralalions
olfica al (&19) 260-4681. Fina arts evants ara suhjacl lo changa. Plaasa call Iha lina arts daparlmanl al (&19) 26D-228D lo confirm.

APRIL
:1..-5

Undargraduala Thaalar Arts Production.
"Cole," based on the words and music of Cole
Porter. 8 p.m., Shiley Theatre. Performance
on April 5 is at 7 p.m. $7 general admission;
$5 for students, staff and seniors.
(619) 260-2280.

:1..-24
Foundars liallary Exhihil. "Helen Redman:
Meditations on the Beauty of Aging."
(Exhibit opened March 6.) Founders Gallery
is open from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Free. (619) 260-2280.

:I..
liraduala Businass Alumni Association
Caner Night and Natwarking Forum.
5-7:30 p.m., Hahn University Center. Free.
(619) 260-4819 or (619) 260-4654.
Scianca Laclura Sarias. "April Fools" edition.
Professors from each of the USD science disciplines will present a synopsis on a topic in
their field and ask the audience to distinguish
whether it is fact or fiction. 7-9 p.m.,
Salomon Lecture Hall, Maher Hall. Series
continues May 6. Free. (619) 260-4030.

2
Carear Expo. 11 a.m.-1 :30 p.m., Hahn
University Center. Free. (619) 260-4654.

7
Scianca and Faith Laclura Sarias. "How Do
We Know What We Know?" Cole Manes,
USD professor of biology. 7 p.m., Hahn
University Center Forum A. Series continues
May 5. Free. (619) 260-4735.

:1..2

Pardee Legal Research Center, and many
other points of interest. Guides discuss the
traditions, history and design themes of the
campus. Reservations are required; group
tours are available by appointment. Tour
begins at 9 a.m. The walking tour is offered
the third Saturday of each month. For information, call Anna Cain in USD's public relations office: (619) 260-4659.

2:1..
USD Choral Scholars, directed by Virginia
Sublett. 8 p.m., Shiley Theatre. $8 general
admission; $5 for students, staff and seniors.
(619) 260-2280.

23
lnslilula lor Christian Ministrias. "Vatican II at
the Third Millennium: Some Unfinished
Issues," Thomas P. Rausch, S.J., professor of
theological studies, Loyola Marymount
University. 7-9 p.m., Salomon Lecture Hall,
Maher Hall. Fee. (619) 260-4784.

24
USD Symphony Scholarship Annual Banalil
Concarl. "Concertos with USD Symphony,"
featuring students Adam Johnson, piano, and
Maria Yrjola, piano; faculty Eric Foster, guitar,
and Ronald Morebello, piano. Directed by
Angela Yeung. Works by Beethoven, Chopin,
Schumann and Eric Foster. Repeats April
26 at 2 p.m. $8 general admission; $5 for
students, staff and seniors. (619) 260-2280.

27
lnslilula lor Christian Minislrias. "Christians
and the Holocaust," Kathleen Dugan, USD
professor of theological and religious studies.
7-9 p.m., Maher Hall 224. Fee.
(619) 260-4784.

:I..&

School ol Law Commancamanl. 10:30 a.m.,
Torero Stadium.
Baccalaureala Mass. 4 p.m., Torero Stadium.

24
Undargraduala and liraduala School
Commancamanl. Undergraduate, 9 a.m., and
Graduate School, 2:30 p.m., Torero Stadium.

2&

JUNE

Spring Danca Concarl. Choreography by USD
faculty, students and alumni. 8 p.m., Shiley
Theatre. Performance on May 3 is at 2 p.m.
$7 general admission; $5 for students, staff
and seniors. (619) 260-2280.

Alcala Park Walking Taur. Features highlights
from USD's history and architecture, including Shiley Theatre, the site of the 1996
Presidential Debate, Copley Library, the

23

:I..&

17

USD Muter al Fina Arts/Did liloba Thaalra
Production. "The Triumph of Love." 8 p.m.,
Sacred Heart Hall. (No performance April
21.) $7 general admission; $5 for students,
staff and seniors. (619) 260-2280.

Univanily Community Choir Concarl. "Rejoice,
Rejoice!" directed by Virginia Sublett and featuring the USD symphony. Proceeds benefit
the Anne Catherine Swanke Memorial
Scholarship and Sister M. Aimee Rossi Music
Scholarship. 8 p.m., Founders Chapel.
Repeats May 10 at 2 p.m. (619) 260-2280.

USD Sports Banqual. Proceeds benefit USD
athletic scholarships. 6:30 p.m., Hahn University Center Forum. Fee. (619) 260-4600,
ext. 2455.

MAY

:I..B-25

&
Scianca Laclura Sarias. Chemistry and biology
news, and a lecture by USD physics professor
Ray White. 7-9 p.m., Salomon Lecture Hall,
Maher Hall. Free. (619) 260-4030.

a

Easlar Mass. 9 p.m., Founders Chapel.
(619) 260-4735.

Friends al Iha Library Salon Sarias. Anne
Lamott, best-selling novelist, nonfiction
writer and author of Hard Laughter, Rosie
and Bird by Bird. 4 p.m., Shiley Theatre.
Free. (619) 260-6866.

5
Scianca and Faith Laclura Sarias. "The
Tension of Science and Faith in History,"
Professor Peter Hess, Center for Theology
and Natural Science, U.C. Berkeley. 7 p.m.,
Hahn University Center Forum A. Free.
(619) 260-4735.

:1..-3

2
Fourth Annual Author E. Hughas Carear
Achiavamanl Awards Dinnar. Awards honor
USD alumni who have attained outstanding
success or achievement in their career fields.
Five awards will be presented - one each to
an alumna or alumnus of the College of Arts
and Sciences and the Schools of Business
Administration, Education, Law and Nursing.
(619) 260-4819 or e-mail: alumni@acusd.edu.

lnslilula lor Christian Minislrias. "The World of
the Bible: The Bible and Jerusalem Through the
Millennia I," Florence Gillman and Russell
Fuller, USD professors of theological and religious studies. 1-7 p.m., USD campus. Continues June 20, 9 a.m-4 p.m. ICM explores
the Millennia II on June 26, 1-7 p.m., and
June 27, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Fee. (619) 260-4784.

JULY
&-23
Univanily al Iha Thinl Aga. For lifelong learners

age 55 and older. Now in its 20th year, the
University of the Third Age offers a program
of Tai Chi Chuan and lectures on such topics
as current political issues, medical and scientific
advances, arts, music and literature. Participants
may select one-, two- or three-week sessions.
Monday through Thursday, 8 a.m.-noon,
Manchester Executive Conference Center.
(619) 260-4231.
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s the keynote speaker for USD's Black History Month,
Anita Hill spoke in Shiley Theatre on Feb. 26 and, using
examples from her family's experiences, discussed the
history, struggles and perseverance of African Americans, both
past and present.
A central character in the firestorm that raged around
Clarence Thomas's confirmation to the U.S. Supreme Court in
October 1991, Hill became a reluctant national figure in the emerging public issue of sexual harrassment, as well as long-standing
issues of race, gender and politics. No longer content to leave the
analysis of this watershed event to others, Hill wrote a book,
Speaking Truth to Power, which was published in October.
During her day at USD, Hill met with student leaders from
United Front - a coalition of eight culturally diverse organizations
- and talked to students, administrators and faculty (see photo) at
a brief reception before her public address.
For the audience of about 350 at Shiley Theatre, Hill wove
stories of her family's history and struggles into her analysis of the
Hill-Thomas hearing. She emphasized during her talk that she
wants her book to set the record straight and further discussion of
the profound issues raised in Washington, D.C., in 1991.
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